
The Tao in 
Love  

O n  t h e  p a t h  
t o 

s e x u a l   c r e a t i v e  
i  n t i m a c y 

by   F a b i e n n e   F l a m a n d    
Taoïst Internal Alchemy as taught by Master Mantak Chia    

 and the kind participation of D i d i e r   L e   C a l v e z 
Argentinian Tango Fusion  

At TRIMURTI – From August 11th to15th 2018 



The Tao offers the magic keys of Reconnection: reconnection to Mother Nature, 
reconnection to our inner nature, reconnection to the world around us: when we reconnect to 
our deep feelings, we become able to let the golden vital force emerge from the depth of 
ourselves. We begin to love ourselves better and accept others better. The Essence of what is 
good in and around us can emerge, our deep primordial force can blossom. 
The Tao in Love opens a refreshing window on the fact that our cells are 
forming a « whole ». It will show us that our Creative Sexual Inner Force is taking care of this 
« whole », supporting its wellness and balance.  The three levels of our existence, the Jing, the 
Chi and the Shen (in the ancient Taoïst Chinese wisdom they are called «  our Three 
Treasures » ) will be fully reconnected by this force. The free flow of refined Sexual Primordial 
Essence in us will help the vital force, or Chi, to circulate on a better way. It will support and 
nourish the life oriented creative principle of our vital inner organs. It will make all the little 
elements of which WE are made, to smile to each other!  
Our sexual vitality does also concern the link between the upper and the lower part of our 
bodies, the secret intimacy of our body and our mind, the depth and the surface of our 
consciousness. Exploring this link is giving a chance to the Masculine and the Feminine 
polarities of our beings to fuse in an inner cosmic, yes extatic « mariage », that will slowly 
guide us to the Divine. 
 

Come and taste the life force Elixir!… 

This unique workshop wants to honor the harmonious relationship of the Masculine and the Feminine in our beings.  
 
It would be great for us to be with an equal amount of men and women in the seminar! Everything will be done to settle a beautiful harmony 
between the Yin (Feminine principle) and the Yang (Masculine principle), to help our sexual energies to become a source of vitality again, of 
an open dialogue between our bodies, minds and spirits, letting the « fusion » with the Tao emerge… 
 
Come with a friend, your lover or by yourself. All the exercises will be practiced by you as an individual. They are not necessary practices for 
couples (just only in Tango of course). This 4 days seminar is entirely dedicated to the « Healing Love » pratices for the individual. 
Taoïst practices for couples will be taught later, in an other seminar to achieve higher levels of Alchemy. 

What a magic when the flow happens… Our 
amazing body and soul begin to vibrate in 
infinite spirales, in perfect harmony with the 
source of the Universe!  



		
Our program 

From August 11th at 4.30pm to15th at breakfast time 
		 

	
	
	
	

6.00 – 6.45 am: Energetic awakening on the mats – Qi self massage - 
                          Stimulate your craniosacral connections 

	
	
	
	

7.00 – 7.45 am: Enter the cosmic stillness of Mother Nature, flirt with  
                           the wave of morning ascending Qi – Open your physical  
                           body to life force and sustainably balance your emotional  
                           body with  Alchemical Qi Gong warm ups 
                    

	
	
	
	

  8.00 am  –  9.30 am :  B r e a k f a s t   a n d  t i m e  t o  r e s t ! 	
	
	
	

9.45 – 11.00 am: Achemical Qi Gong will open our physical and emotional  
                              bodies to receptivity and make it ready to higher  
                              quantities and qualities of sexual energy 

	
	
	
	

11.15 am – 12.50 pm :  Explore the Tao of Masculine and Feminine       
                                 sexual health and wisdom with Taoïst meditation 

	
	
	
	

1.00 pm  - 3.30 pm :  L u n c h   a n d   t i m e   t o  r e s t ! 	
	
	
	

 3.30 pm – 4.15 pm: Refine your « inner structure » the container of your        
                                Qi - Activate the « Moving Tree Qi Gong »  to develop  
                                your rooting and balance your nervous system with        
                                the frequency of the Earth energy – Make space for  
                                the opening of the 8 Psychic Channels in your body  
                                to diffuse sexual Essence to your whole organism 
   

	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

9.15 pm – 10.15: Tango Fusion for the most passionate Tango dancers!  

The rythm of our days, 
wil l be enriched by 
various practices. It will 
be very stimulating and 
will « boost » the happy 
transformation of our 
sexual Jing into Qi, vital 
energy ...  
It will be crowned by the 
j o y o f p r a c t i c i n g 
Argentinian Tango in the 
evening! 
 
All the Taoïst internal alchemy 
practices will be taught by 
Fabienne Flamand. 
The evening Tango class will 
be taught by Didier Le Calvez. 
 

4.15 pm - 4.45 pm :  T e a -  b r e a k 
4.45 pm – 6.00 pm: Shape the delicious Elixir, harmonise your sexual Yin  
                                  and Yang polarities with Taoïst meditation 
    6.30 pm – 8.00 pm : Practice Tango Fusion! 

8.00 pm - .9.00 pm :   D i n n e r 



		

Fabienne Flamand 
Fabienne’s passion for energetic body arts began at the 
age of 19. She was initiated to Aikido as she originaly 
studied Dramatic Art to become a professionnal actress. 
At that time she was amazed by the rooting power of the 
actor’s body, and how it can be supercharged by Martial 
Arts and ancient energetic wisdom.  
At the moment she discovers Master’s Chia’s Universal 
Healing Tao System, the feeling of the abundant flow of 
vital force that rises up to her whole being is incredible. 
She becomes a Certified UHTS Instructor in 1996 and a 
happy and diligent practioner of Taoïst Internal Alchemy  
She fully dedicates her professionnal life to the teaching 
of the Tao. 
In those years she also intensively practices Kung Fu 
Wushu with Sikung Jean Paul Cabrol and studies 
Traditional Chinese Medicine. Her Kung Fu Master will 
open for her the energetic landscapes of Qi Gong and 
Tai Chi Shuan. She will lengthily deepen those 
extraodinary energy arts with Shaolin buddhist Master 
Howard Choy from Shu Yi  traditional school. 
She becomes a Universal Healing Tao Senior Teacher in 
2007 and internationaly represents Master Chia’s 
teachings as she actively diffuses the incredibly life-
giving practices of Taoïst Internal Alchemy and marvels.  
She is the Founder of L’Ecole du Tao Vivant and Le Tao 
de la Femme Lune® method which she created to 
support men and women on this earth in the amazing 
transformation-boosting practices of the Tao. 



	and	the		

Didier Le Calvez 

Didier is a Certified Tokyo Aikikaï Aikido Teacher. He is also a 
mathematician, calligrapher and Argentinian Tango dancer. He 
dedicates himself to the passionate teaching of those arts, which 
seem to be inter-connected by the same invigorating fluid: the Tao 
of the body, which, moved by the awakening mobility of the pelvis, 
will drive you to your own gravity center, the Tao of the heart, 
which will fuse with your fluid body as you dance, the Tao of the 
soul. When it is enveloped in the arabesque it will deliciously 
enlighten you  … 
Didier is simply an inspired and inspiring creator. During this 
workshop, he will offer us a privileged Yin and Yang alchemy as he 
will help us to fuse the wave of our center with the flame of our 
spinal column in the verticality and horizontality of dance. 
What a delight to be carried by music at sunset when our cells are 
so nourished by a full day of sensual internal Alchemy!  Yes, such 
happiness this « anciant wisdom without pretence brings…  finding 
love again on the poetic trails of the Wind... «    



The Tao in Love from August 11th at 4.30 pm to August15th 2018 at breakfasttime 
The place and how to access: TRIMURTI VILLAGE – 83310 COGOLIN - FRANCE  
  
 	

 
 
Your arrival time: 
It would be nice if you could arrive the latest on August 11th around 3.00 pm to allow  
you to confortably settle down and be fully present at the opening of the seminar at 4.30 pm. 
 
The seminar will end on August 15th at breakfast time. 
 
Teaching fee ( does not include accomodation): 
Come with your friend or lover to fully explore your Yin and Yang polarities, or come as an  
individual!  
350 Euros /person – 175 Euros deposit willl be requested at reservation  
When you are a woman who wants to follow both sessions The Tao in Love and Le Tao  
de la Femme Lune:  
800 Euros – 400 Euros deposit will be requested at reservation 
 
Accomodation fees: http://www.trimurti-village.com/hebergement et 
http://www.trimurti-village.com/tarifs  
You are very welcome to directly reserve your accomodation at Trimurti Village  
Reservations will open on January 15th 2018. 
A large choice of rooms and different accomodations will be available if you reserve early  
enough! 
 
To take with you to the seminar: 
-   Nice confortable clothes for the Qi Gong and internal practices / be more elegantly  
dressed for the Tango practice in the evening! (a dress for women)  - we will practice bare feet  
-  Your bamboo hitter if you have one (to tonify the bone marrow) 
- A waterbottle to carry with you during the practice 
- Your swimsuit to swim under the stars ! 

For our practical organisation  

http://www.trimurti-village.com/acces 
 

l 
 
 : 
Votre arrivée est 
souhaitée au 
plus tard le 11 
août vers 15h 
afin de vous 
permettre  
de vous installer 
confortablement 
et de pouvoir 
suivre l’ouverture 
du séminaire à 
16h30. 
 

Fin du séminaire 
prévue le 15 
août à l’heure 
du petit 
déjeûner. 
 
Le tarif 
enseignem
ent (hors 
hébergeme
nt): 
Venez en 
binôme pour 
vivre 
pleinement 
votre polarité 
masculine ou 
féminine! 
350 Euros/
personne – 175 
Euros vous sont 
demandés à la 
réservation 
Pour vous 
Mesdames qui 
souhaitez 
également suivre 
Le Tao de la 
Femme Lune 
800 Euros pour 
l’ensemble des 2 
séminaires – 400 
Euros vous sont 
demandés à la 
résa  

Tarifs 
hébergeme
nt: 
http://
www.trimurti-
village.com/
hebergement et 
http://
www.trimurti-
village.com/tarifs  
C’est vous qui 
réservez 
directement votre 
hébergement 
auprès de 
Trimurti Village  
à partir du 15 
janvier 2018. 
Un grand choix 
d’hébergements 
est disponible 
afin de  
satisfaire votre 
budget mais 
aussi votre 
exigence de 
confort. 
 
Prévoyez : 
-  Une tenue 

ample et 
souple pour la 
pratique du 
Tao / une 
tenue plus 
habillée (robe 
pour  

Vous Mesdames) 
pour la pratique 
du Tango 
Fusion , nous 
pratiquerons 
pieds nus 
-  Votre fouet de 

bambou si 
vous en 
possédez un 
(pour le 
renforcement de 
la moêlle 
osseuse) 

-  Une bouteille 
d’eau 

-  Votre maillot 
de bain 



+à++	
	
	
	
	To easily reserv and register 

 
A deposit is requested at reservation and will validate your registration. 
It will not be refounded after Mai 15th 2018   
Please send your deposit to the following Bank Account: 
 
Owner of the account: Mme Fabienne FLAMAND 
Bank adress : LCL Crédit lyonnais - 47, rue République - 73200 
Albertville - France  
Account’s number : 30002 02132 0000191651Q 92 
IBAN : FR34 3000 2021 3200 0019 1651 Q92 BIC: CRLYFRPP 
 

Please send Fabienne an e.mail as soon as your deposit is sent with your 
deposit name and the date you did it, to fabienne@taovivant.com  

Please add a copy of your deposit receipt. Your registration will be validated. 
 

Contact Fabienne fabienne@taovivant.com  et  www.taovivant.com 
 

Special Facebook page : 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/405585026540734/about/ 
 
 
 

The Tao in Love  from August 11th to15th 2018 

“Welcome to all of you, it’s a joy to meet you  
or see you again for a delightful practice ! “ Fabienne 


